Natural Resources Field Days - Guinavah-Malibu Campground

Map & Rotation Info

Rotation Schedule:
(See reverse side)

- 10:00 to 10:50  Rotation 1
- 10:55 to 11:45- Rotation 2
- 11:50 to 12:10- Lunch
- 12:20 to 1:10- Rotation 3
- 1:15 to 2:05- Rotation 4
- 2:10- Load Buses

How rotation works:

In the morning, classes will attend rotations 1 & 2 near where their buses drop them off.

For lunch, classes will get their lunches from their bus at the other end of the campground near rotations 3 & 4.

After lunch, classes will attend rotations 3 & 4 at that end of the campground

Bus Drivers:
Unload classes at their morning sites -- teachers will know their first station – then park at the opposite end of the campground.

Lunch:
Lunches will be available for pick up at the school bus, which will be parked near your two afternoon sessions.

Volunteers:
Park at Wind Cave lot across the highway from campground entrance

Practice Leave No Trace
Please take trash with you or dispose of trash in dumpsters located by the entrance.